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Video: Rocco Galati on COVID Lockdown Measures.
Crimes against Humanity. Lawsuit against
Government of Canada
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“Politicians have not put forward any persuasive evidence that lockdowns have actually
saved lives. At the same time, there is no question that lockdowns have caused grave harm
to  millions  of  Canadians  suffering  unemployment,  poverty,  cancelled  surgeries,  suicides,
isolation and the loss of their liberty.” – Allison Pejovic, Staff Lawyer for the Justice Centre,
after filing action on COVID measures in Court in the province of Manitoba. [1]
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On Monday December 7th, Prime Minister Justin Trudeau presented a Christmas gift to the
country with a major announcement. Canada had secured an agreement to receive 249,000
doses of the COVID vaccine produced by the Pharmaceutical firm Pfizer. [2]

The  shipment  of  the  first  round  batch  is  already  on  its  way.  Canadians  should  begin
inoculation as early as December 14. With many cities struggling after three quarters of a
year of devastation wrought by the pandemic, many Canadians are looking at the prospect
of the chosen few receiving the magical elixir in their arms as a signal that there will be
some relief in the year ahead. [3][4]

Health authorities are concerned as they see a vaccine as the last, best hope for ending the
threat of the virus. The Canadian government is concerned because, among other reasons,
they have invested over $1 billion dollars toward “ the biggest immunization in the history of
the country.”[5][6]

Yet, there is some hesitancy about the solution. A recent poll put out by Radio-Canada and
Ipsos found that while 63 per cent of the population intend to get the vaccine, 16 per cent
said they definitely would not and 21 per cent, more than one in five, were unsure. [7]

One volunteer  body,  Vaccine  Choice  Canada,  formed in  response  to  growing  parental
concerns surrounding the safety of vaccine programs and acting as a “watchdog” society
over government and health officials breaching informed consent. Their website lists several
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points on its website questioning the companies’ pledges for safety and efficacy. [8]

They are currently challenging the Governments of Canada and Ontario, the Municipality of
Toronto,  several  public  health  officials,  and the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation on the
grounds that the measures introduced in response to the COVID situation are violating
several rights of Canadians. [9]

The organization’s  lawyer  is  Rocco  Galati,  and he  is  our  guest  on  this  week’s  Global
Research News Hour.

Rocco not only goes through listing the concerns about this vaccine, he also questions the
social distancing, lock-downs, masking, shutting down of faith communities, the terrible
agenda  for  children  denied  schooling  and  the  censorship  of  scientific  facts  and  expert
opinions  in  mainstream narratives.  He  calls  these  measures  “the  biggest  example  of
misinformation and lies on a global scale that we’ve seen.”

He also indicates the legal actions tabled against Trudeau and his actions, as well as the
cost of the COVID course for Canada and the world.

Here is a video sample of the talk on December 10, 2020.

Rocco Galati has been a constitutional lawyer for 32 years. He is the Executive Director of
the  Constitutional  Rights  Centre  Inc.  In  the  past  he  won  multiple  suits  against  the
government. Galati was named twice by Canadian Lawyers’ Magazine as one of Canada’s
top 25 lawyers.
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The Global Research News Hour airs every Friday at 1pm CT on CKUW 95.9FM out of the University of
Winnipeg. The programme is also podcast at globalresearch.ca .
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